
I, Jacob Fetman, do hereby pledge never to speak about any relevant 
financial matters of Aish NY, Aish International or Project Inspire – 
whether past or present – to anyone in the private or public sector, no 
matter what the outcome of the current dispute turns out to be.

This assurance is given in exchange for the agreement of all parties to allow 
Mr. Mel Zachter to conduct a private discovery process of the allegations 
made against me, and to recommend a fair and unbiased resolution after 
the process is complete.

In addition, Aish NY and all its affiliates, including but not limited to Aish 
International, Aish Jerusalem, Aish LA, Aish Toronto, Aish UK, Project 
Inspire and all their employees, Board Members and related parties past 
and present, will not discuss or relay any details of findings of this 
investigation. 

Once a final decision is reached by Mr. Zachter, an email will go out to Aish 
NY board, CC'd to Mr. Shechtel and me of the findings. 

At this point, Rabbi Cohen will modify his award and give this modified 
psak to Mr. Zachter alone to hold pending Mr. Zachter's final decision. The 
modified psak will retract the $20,000,000 awarded to Aish NY and allow 
Mr. Zachter the power to decide the case based on the facts, investigations 
and interviews with the parties, including the affiliated entities. The court 
process will be immediately frozen and once a final decision and settlement 
reached,  the case is to be retracted.

If at any time I am approached by the media, or any legal authorities – this 
agreement is null and void.



I am enclosing an affidavit that was presented to judge Demarest this week 
relaying many of my allegations about the improprieties of this litigation. I 
have not filed it electronically, only via hand delivery of documents so that 

its not available to the public. I have held back many other details that can 
prove my case because I felt it to be too much.  When the case is frozen and 
or retracted these files will be sealed.

In addition, I will ask the board of directors of Merkaz the Center, which 
brought a separate lawsuit against Aish to freeze their case as well pending 
final resolution. 

Lastly, any financial award will not include legal fees claims on either side. 
I am told that at this point Aish spent over $500K on litigation. I owe over 
$220K to my attorneys. Such award may not include repayment of my 
salary for the past 17 years. 

I fully entrust this case with Mr. Zachter, and will abide by his decision. 

Signed_____________________

Date_______________________


